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Abstract
Generating high-quality schedules for a rotating workforce is a critical task in all situations
where a certain stang level must be guaranteed, such as in industrial plants or police depart-
ments. Results from ergonomics (BEST, Guidelines for shiftworkers, Bulletin of European Time
Studies No. 3, European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions,
1991) indicate that rotating workforce schedules have a profound impact on the health and sat-
isfaction of employees as well as on their performance at work. Moreover, rotating workforce
schedules must satisfy legal requirements and should also meet the objectives of the employ-
ing organization. In this paper, our description of a solution to this problem is being stated.
One of the basic design decisions was to aim at high-quality schedules for realistically sized
problems obtained rather quickly, while maintaining human control. The interaction between the
decision-maker and the algorithm therefore consists of four steps: (1) choosing a set of lengths
of work blocks (a work block is a sequence of consecutive days of work), (2) choosing a par-
ticular sequence of blocks of work and days-o< blocks amongst these that have optimal weekend
characteristics, (3) enumerating possible shift sequences for the chosen work blocks subject to
shift change constraints and bounds on sequences of shifts, and (4) assignment of shift sequences
to work blocks while ful>lling the stang requirements. The combination of constraint satisfac-
tion and problem-oriented intelligent backtracking algorithms in each of the four steps allows
for >nding good solutions for real-world problems in acceptable time. Computational results
from a benchmark example found in the literature con>rmed the viability of our approach. The
algorithms have been implemented in commercial shift scheduling software. ? 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Workforce scheduling is the assignment of employees to shifts or days-o< for a
given period of time. There are two main variations to approach this problem:
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rotating (or cyclic) workforce schedules and non-cyclic workforce schedules. In a ro-
tating workforce schedule — at least during the stage of planning — all employees
have the same basic schedule but start with di<erent o<sets. Therefore, while individual
preferences of the employees cannot be taken into account, the aim is to >nd a sched-
ule that is optimal for all employees on average. In non-cyclic workforce schedules
individual preferences of employees can be taken into consideration and the aim is to
achieve schedules that ful>ll the preferences of most employees. In both variations of
workforce schedules other constraints such as the minimum number of employees re-
quired for each shift have to be met. Both variations of the problem are NP-complete
[15] and thus hard to solve in general, which lines up with the unreasonable large
search space and conLicting constraints usually encountered. All this reinforces the
importance of >nding a way to generate well-practicable schedules in a reasonable
amount of time, unless it is absolutely required to >nd an optimal schedule. Due to
the complexity of the problem and the relatively high number of constraints that must
be satis>ed, and, in case of soft constraints, optimized, generating a schedule with-
out the help of a computer in a short time is almost impossible — even for small
instances of the problem. Therefore, computerized workforce scheduling has been the
focus of interest of researchers for over 30 years. Tien and Kamiyama [19] give a good
survey of algorithms used for workforce scheduling. Di<erent approaches have been
used to solve problems of workforce scheduling. Examples for the use of exhaustive
enumeration are [7,3]. Glover and McMillan [6] rely on integration of techniques from
management sciences and arti>cial intelligence to solve general shift scheduling prob-
lems. Balakrishnan and Wong [1] solved a problem of rotating workforce scheduling
by modeling it as a network Low problem. Smith and Bennett [18] combine constraint
satisfaction and local improvement algorithms to develop schedules for anaesthetists.
Schaerf and Meisels [17] proposed general local search for employee scheduling prob-
lems. Recently, Laporte [12] considered developing the rotating workforce schedules
by hand and showed how the constraints can be relaxed to get acceptable schedules.
Several other algorithms for rotating workforce schedules have been proposed in the
literature [8–10,14].
In this paper we focus on the problem of rotating workforce scheduling. The main
contribution is to provide a new framework to solve the problem of rotating workforce
scheduling, including ecient backtracking algorithms for each step of the framework.
Constraint satisfaction is split up into four steps so that the search space is reduced
for each step, which provides the possibility of using backtracking algorithms. Com-
putational results show that our approach is ecient for real-sized problems. The main
characteristic of our approach is the possibility to generate high-quality schedules in a
short time interactively, involving the human decision-maker.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a detailed de>nition of the problem
that we investigate is given. In Section 3 our new framework and the algorithms used
in this framework are stated. In Section 4, we discuss the computational results for a
problem instance taken from literature. Section 5 concludes and describes work that
remains to be done.
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2. Denition of problem
This section describes the problem that we investigate in this paper. The problem
is a restricted case of a general workforce scheduling problem. De>nitions of general
workforce scheduling problems can be found in [6,17,11]. The de>nition of the problem
that we investigate here is given below:
Instance:
• Number of employees: n.
• Set A of m shifts (activities): a1; a2; : : : ; am, where am represents the special day-o<
“shift”.
• w: length of schedule. The total length of a planning period is n×w because of
the cyclic characteristics of the schedules. Usually, n×w will be a multiple of 7,
allowing to take weekends into account even as the schedule will be reused for
more than one planning period. Often, w alone will be a (small) multiple of 7
as this allows to pair stang requirements with days of the week. If the factor is
¿1, it is possible to model stang requirements that vary regularly from week to
week.
• A cyclic schedule is represented by an n×w matrix S ∈Anw. Each element si; j of
matrix S corresponds to one shift. Element si; j shows which shift employee i works
during day j or whether the employee has time o<. In a cyclic schedule, the schedule
for one employee consists of a sequence of all rows of the matrix S. The last element
of a row is adjacent to the >rst element of the next row and the last element of the
matrix is adjacent to its >rst element.
• Temporal requirements: (m − 1)×w matrix R, where each element ri; j of matrix R
shows the required number of employees for shift i during day j.
• Constraints:
◦ Sequences of shifts permitted to be assigned to employees (the complement of
inadmissible sequences): Shift change m×m×m matrix C ∈A(m3). If element ci; j; k
of matrix C is 1, the sequence of shifts (ai; aj; ak) is permitted, otherwise it is
not. Note that the algorithms we describe in Section 3 can easily be extended
to allow longer permitted=inadmissible sequences. Also note that Lau [15] was
able to show that the problem is NP-complete even if we restrict inadmissible
sequences to length two.
◦ Maximum and minimum length of periods of consecutive shifts: Vectors MAXSm;
MINSm, where each element shows the maximum, respectively, minimum permit-
ted length of periods of consecutive shifts.
◦ Maximum and minimum length of blocks of workdays: MAXW, MINW.
Problem:
Find as many non-isomorphic cyclic schedules (assignments of shifts to employ-
ees) as possible that satisfy the requirement matrix, all constraints, and are optimal
in terms of weekends without scheduled work shifts (weekends o<).
The rationale behind trying to obtain more than one schedule will be illustrated in
Section 3.
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Optimizing weekends usually comes into conLict with the solutions selected for work
blocks.
3. Four-step framework
Tien and Kamiyama [19] proposed a >ve-stage framework for workforce scheduling
algorithms. This framework consists of the following stages: determination of temporal
manpower requirements, total manpower requirement, recreation blocks, recreation=work
schedule and assignment of shifts (shift schedule). The >rst two stages can be seen as
an allocation problem and the last three stages are scheduling of days-o< and assign-
ment of shifts. All stages are related to each other and can be solved in sequence, but
there are also algorithms which solve two or more stages simultaneously.
For the problem formulation examined here, we assume that the temporal and total
requirements are already stated. Temporal requirements are given through the require-
ment matrix and determine the number of employees needed for each day and each
shift. For this problem, total requirements are represented by the number of employees
n. We propose a new framework for solving the problem of assigning days-o< and
shifts to employees. This framework consists of the four steps given below:
(1) choosing a set of lengths of work blocks (a work block is a sequence of consecutive
days of working shifts),
(2) choosing a particular sequence of work and blocks of days-o< amongst these that
have optimal weekend characteristics,
(3) enumerating possible shift sequences for the chosen work blocks subject to shift
change constraints and bounds on sequences of shifts, and
(4) assignment of sequences of shifts to blocks of work while ful>lling the stang
requirements.
As a start we explain our motivation for using this framework. The approach we
use is focused on interaction with the decision-maker. Thus, the process of generating
schedules is only semi-automatic. When our system generates possible candidate sets of
lengths of work blocks in step 1, the decision-maker has to select the one solution that
reLects his or her preferences best. In this way we satisfy two goals: On the one hand,
an additional soft constraint regarding the lengths of work blocks can be taken into
account by this interaction, on the other hand, the search space for step 2 is signi>cantly
reduced. Consequently, it is possible to solve step 2 much more e<ectively. In step 2,
our main concern is to >nd the best solution for weekends o<. The user’s selection
made in step 1 can impact features of weekends o< versus length of work blocks since
these two constraints are the ones that — in practice — are in conLict most frequently.
The decision-maker can decide if he or she prefers an optimal length of work blocks or
better features for weekends o<. With step 3 we satisfy two more goals. First, because
of the shift change constraints and the bounds on the number of consecutive shifts per
sequence, each work block has only few legal shift sequences (terms). Thus, in step 4
backtracking algorithms will very quickly >nd assignments of terms to the work blocks
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Table 1
A possible schedule with work blocks in the order (4 6 5 4 6 5 5 5)
Employee=day Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
1 D D A A
2 A A A N N N
3 D D N N N
4 A A A A
5 D D D D D
6 D D D D N
7 N A A N
8 N N A A
9 A N N
so that the requirements are ful>lled (if shift change constraints with days-o< exist,
their satisfaction is checked at this stage). Second, a new soft constraint is introduced.
Indeed, as we generate several shift plans, they will contain di<erent terms. The user
has then the possibility to eliminate some undesired terms, and therefore to eliminate
solutions containing these terms. Terms can have impact on the fatigue and sleepiness
of employees and are therefore very important when high-quality plans are desired.
3.1. Determination of lengths of work blocks
A work block is a sequence of workdays between two days-o<. An employee has a
workday scheduled for day j if he or she is assigned a shift di<erent from the days-o<
shift am. In this step, the feature of work blocks we are interested in is its length
only. Other features of work blocks (e.g., shifts of which the work block is made of,
start and end of the block, etc.) are not known at this time. As the schedule is cyclic
each employee has the same schedule, and consequently, the same work blocks for the
entire planning period.
Example. The weekly schedule for nine employees given in Table 1 (D, A and N
are abbreviations for day shift, afternoon shift and night shift) consists of two work
blocks of length 6, four work blocks of length 5 and two of length 4 in the order (4 6
5 4 6 5 5 5). By re-arranging the order of blocks, other schedules can be constructed,
for example the schedule with the order of work blocks (5 5 6 5 4 4 5 6). We will
represent schedules with the same work blocks, but a di<erent order of work blocks
using unique solutions, so-called class solution, where blocks are shown in decreasing
order. The class solution for the example given above will therefore be {6 6 5 5 5 5
4 4} .
It is clear that even for small instances of problems many class solutions can be
found. Our main concern in this step is to generate all possible class solution, or as
many as possible for large instances of the problem.
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A class solution is nothing but an integer partition of the sum of all working days
scheduled for one employee during the entire planning period. To >nd all possible class
solutions in this step we have to deal with the following two problems:
• generation of restricted partitions, and
• elimination of those partitions for which no schedule can be created.
Since the elements of a partition represent lengths of work blocks and because con-
straints about maximum and minimum length of these work blocks are given, not all
partitions must be generated. Still, the maximum and minimum lengths of days-o<
blocks impact the maximum and minimum permitted number of elements in one par-
tition, since between two work blocks there always is one block of days-o<, or a
block for recreation. In summary, partitions that ful>ll the following criteria have to
be generated:
• Maximum and minimum value of elements in a partition. These two parameters are,
respectively, maximum and minimum permitted length of work blocks.
• Minimum number of elements in a partition:
MINB=
⌈
DaysO9Sum
MAXS(m)
⌉
;
where DaysO9Sum is the sum of all days-o< that one employee has scheduled
during the entire planning period.
• Maximum number of elements in a partition:
MAXB=
⌊
DaysO9Sum
MINS(m)
⌋
:
The set of partitions that ful>ll the criteria given above is a subset of the set of all
possible partitions. It is possible to >rst generate the full set of all possible partitions and
then eliminate those that do not ful>ll the constraints given by the criteria. However,
this approach is inecient for large instances of the problem. Our idea was to use
restrictions for pruning while the partitions are generated. We implemented a procedure
based on this idea for the generation of restricted partitions. This procedure searches for
all legal paths (legal partitions) in a search tree. Levels of the tree represent components
of the partition and branches correspond to assignments of possible work blocks to
components. To prune the search tree, the procedure uses the information about the
maximum and minimum number of elements in a partition, the sum of elements of a
partition, and the fact that the values of the components of the partition should be in
decreasing order.
Not all restricted partitions can produce a legal schedule that meets the requirements
of work force per day (in this step, we only test whether we have the desired number
of employees for a whole day, not for each shift).
Example. Supposing we have to >nd a 1 week schedule for nine employees so that
every day six employees are present in three shifts. Additionally, suppose that the
length of work blocks can range from 4 to 7 and the length of days-o< blocks from
2 to 4. Possible class solutions are restricted partitions of the number 42=7 days×6
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employees. Some of these restricted partitions are legal, some are not. For example,
with restricted partition {66555555} a legal schedule can be generated, while this is not
possible for the restricted partition {75555555}. For the latter, no days-o< distribution
that can produce a legal schedule subject to the day requirements (six employees)
exists.
As we only want to have class solutions that get us a legal shift plan, we eliminate all
restricted partitions that cannot ful>ll the work force per day requirements. A restricted
partition will be legal if at least one distribution of days-o< exists that ful>lls the work
force per day requirements. In the worst case, all distributions of days-o< have to be
tested if we want to be sure that a restricted partition has no legal days-o< distribution.
It is possible to >rst generate all days-o< distributions and then test each permutation
of restricted partitions if at least one satisfying days-o< distribution can be found. This
approach is rather ine<ective when all class solution have to be generated, as many
of them will not have legal days-o< distribution, and thus, the process of testing takes
very long for large instances of typical problems. We implemented a backtracking
algorithm for testing the restricted partitions. The procedure is a search for a >rst legal
path (distribution of work and days-o< blocks that ful>lls the requirements per day) in
a tree. The levels of the tree represent blocks (odd levels represent work blocks and
even levels represent days-o< blocks) and the branches of the tree correspond to the
allocation of blocks of work and days-o<. To prune the search tree, the procedure uses
its knowledge of the number of employees needed each day and the permitted number
of blocks of work and days-o< of each type. Additionally, as we want to obtain the
>rst class solutions as soon as possible, we implemented a three stages time restricted
test. Consequently, no time is lost with restricted partitions which do not have any
legal days-o< distribution at the beginning of the test.
3.2. Determination of distribution of blocks of work and days-o9 that have optimal
weekend characteristics
Once the class solution is known, di<erent shift plans can be produced subject to
the order of work blocks and to the distribution of days-o<. For each order of blocks
of the class solution there might be various distributions of days-o<. At this point
we introduce a new soft constraint. This constraint is relevant for weekends o<. It is
our intention to >nd the best solution (or more solutions if they are not dominated)
for each order of work blocks for weekends o<. We want to maximize the number of
weekends o<, to maximize the number of long weekends o< (the weekend plus Monday
or Friday is free) and to >nd solutions that have a “better” distribution of weekends
o<. Distribution of weekends o< will be evaluated by the following method: every
time two weekends o< appear directly after each other, the distribution gets a negative
point. A certain distribution of weekends o< is better than other distributions, if it has
less negative points. Priority is given to the number of weekends o< followed by the
distribution of weekends o<. Finally, the number of long weekends o< is considered
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only if the others are equal. Possible candidates are all permutations of the work blocks
found in a class solution. Each permutation may or may not have days-o< distributions.
If the permutation has at least one days-o< distribution it is then our aim to >nd the
best solutions for weekends o<. The best solutions are those that cannot be dominated
by another solution. We state that solution Solut1 dominates solution Solut2 in the
following cases:
• Solut1 has the same number of weekends o< as Solut2, the evaluation of the week-
ends distribution of Solut1 is equal to the one of Solut2, and Solut1 has more long
weekends o< than Solut2.
• Solut1 has the same number of weekends o< as Solut2 and the evaluation of the
weekends distribution of Solut1 is better than the one of Solut2.
• Solut1 has more weekends o< than Solut2.
At this point two remarks have to be made. First, because some of the permutations of
the class solutions may not have any days-o< distribution, we use time restrictions to
>nd days-o< distributions. In other words, if the >rst days-o< distribution is not found
in a predetermined time, the next permutation is tested. Second, for large instances of
problems, too many days-o< distributions may appear and this may impede the search
for the best solution. Interrupting the test can be done manually depending on the size
of the problem.
For large instances of the problem it is, in practice, impossible to generate all per-
mutations of class solutions and the best days-o< distributions for each permutation
in a reasonable amount of time. In these cases, our main concern is to enumerate as
many solutions as possible which have the best days-o< distribution and can be found
in a predetermined time. All solutions found are arranged based on weekend attributes
so that the user can easily decide which distribution of days-o< and workdays he or
she wants to continue with. The user may select one of the solutions solely based on
weekends, but sometimes the order of work blocks may also be a deciding factor. For
example, one can prefer the order of work blocks (7 6 3 7 6 3 7 6) to the order (7 7
7 6 6 6 3 3).
For >nding legal days-o< distributions for each permutation of a class solution we
use a backtracking procedure similar to the one for testing the restricted partitions in
step 1, except for here the distribution of work blocks is already set. After the days-o<
distributions for a given order of work blocks are found, searching the best solutions
based on weekend characteristics is a comparatively trivial task and does not take very
long.
Selected solutions in step 2 have a set distribution of work blocks and days-o<
blocks, and in the >nal step the assignment of shifts to the work blocks has to be
done.
3.3. Generating permitted shift sequences for each work block
In step 2, work and days-o< blocks have been >xed. We still have to assign shifts
to the employees. Again, we use a backtracking algorithm, but to make this algorithm
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more ecient we introduce another intermediate step. The basic idea of this step is the
following: For each work block, construct the possible sequences of shifts subject to
the shift change constraints and the upper and lower bounds on the length of sequences
of consecutive shifts of the same kind. Due to these constraints, the number of these
sequences (we will call them terms) is not too large. Therefore, our backtracking
algorithm — which only manipulates this limited set of terms — is much more ecient
than the classical backtracking approach, where for each position in the work blocks
all shift possibilities would have to be tried and the test for shift change constraints
would have to be done in a much more time-consuming manner.
Example. Suppose the solution selected by the user in step 2 has the distribution of
work blocks (6 4 4 6 5 4 5).
Shifts: Day (D), Afternoon (A) and Night (N).
Inadmissible shift changes: (N D), (N A), (A D).
Minimum and maximum lengths of consecutive shifts: D: 2–6, A: 2–5, N: 2–4.
Our task is it to create legal terms for work blocks of length 6, 5, and 4.
For work block of length 6 the following terms exist:
DDDDDD, DDDDAA, DDDDNN, DDDAAA, DDDNNN, DDAAAA, DDNNNN,
DDAANN, AAAANN, AAANNN, AANNNN.
Block of length 5:
DDDDD, DDDAA, DDDNN, DDAAA, DDNNN, AAAAA, AAANN, AANNN.
Block of length 4:
DDDD, DDAA, DDNN, AAAA, AANN, NNNN.
This approach is very appropriate when the number of shifts is not very big. When
the number of shifts is big we arrange shifts with similar characteristics in groups of
so-called shift types. For example, if there is a separate day shift for Saturday that
starts later than the normal day shift, these two shifts can be grouped together. This
integration of similar shifts into shift types allows us to have a smaller number of
terms per work blocks, and therefore, reduces the overall search space. At the end
a transformation from shift types to the substituted shifts has to be done. A similar
approach has been applied by Weil and Heus [20]. They group di<erent days-o< shifts
into one shift type, and thus, reduce the search space. Di<erent days-o< shifts can be
grouped into one days-o< shift only if they are interchangeable (the substitution has
no impact on constraints or evaluation).
The process of constructing the terms usually does not take long, given that the
length of work blocks in the vast majority of cases is ¡9 and some basic shift change
constraints always appear because of legal working time restrictions.
3.4. Assignment of shift sequences to work blocks
Once we know the terms we can use a backtracking algorithm to >nd legal solutions
that satisfy the requirements for each shift during each day. The size of the search space
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that should be searched with this algorithm is
b∏
i=1
Nt(i);
where b is the number of work blocks and Nt(i) is the number of legal terms for
block i.
If we would not use terms, the search space would be of size
(m− 1)SumOfAllWorkDays:
Of course we would have more constraints, in the latter case, for instance, the shift
change constraints, but the corresponding algorithm would be much slower because the
constraints would have to be tested not only once as in our solution.
The procedure we implemented in this step is a search for all legal paths (legal
schedules) in a search tree. The levels of the tree represent work blocks and the
branches of the tree correspond to the allocation of terms (a sequence of shifts). To
prune, the procedure uses the information about the needed number of employees for
each shift (for each day). Say, the terms test for shift change constraints is done without
consideration of shift am (days-o<). If there are shift change constraints that include
days-o<, the test of the solution has to be done later for these sequences.
There are rare cases when, even if there is a work and days-o< distribution, no
assignment of shifts can be found that meets the temporal requirements for each shift
on each day because of shift change constraints. In these cases, constraints about min-
imum and maximum length of periods of consecutive shifts must be relaxed to obtain
solutions.
4. Computational results
In this section, we report on computational results obtained with our approach. We
implemented our four-step framework in a software package called First Class Sched-
uler (FCS) which is part of a shift scheduling package called Shift-Plan-Assistant
(SPA) of XIMES 3 Corp. All our results in this section have been obtained on an
Intel Pentium II 333 MHz based computer. We compared our results with results from
a paper of Balakrishnan and Wong [1]. They solved problems of rotating workforce
scheduling through the modeling in a network Low problem. Their algorithms were
implemented in Fortran on an IBM 3081 computer. They applied their technique to
several examples taken from previous literature. We compare our results to one of
these benchmark problems (a problem that has been described by Laporte et al. [13])
and we note that the diculties encountered and the computational experiments are
similar for all other problems (see [16] for more results).
3 http:==www.ximes.com=.
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Table 2
Solution of Balakrishnan and Wong [1] of problem from [13]
Employee=day Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
1 A A A A D
2 D D D D
3 D D D D D
4 A A A A A
5 N N N N N
6 N N A A A
7 A A D D D
8 D N N N N
9 N N N
Problem 1 (Laporte et al. [13]). There are three non-overlapping shifts D, A, and N,
nine employees, and the requirements are two employees for each shift and day. A
weekly schedule that meets these constraints has to be constructed:
(1) Rest periods should be at least two days-o<.
(2) Work periods must be between 2 and 7 days long if work is done in shift D or
A and between 4 and 7 if work is done in shift N.
(3) Shift changes can occur only after a day-o<.
(4) Schedules should contain as many weekends as possible.
(5) Weekends o< should be distributed as evenly as possible throughout the schedule.
(6) Long (short periods) work period should be followed by long (short) rest periods.
(7) Work periods of 7 days are preferred in shift N.
Balakrishnan and Wong [1] need 310:84 s to obtain the >rst optimal solution. The
solution is given in Table 2. The authors also report about another solution with three
weekends o< found with another structure of costs for weekends o<.
With the FCS, constraint 1 is straightforward. Constraint 2 can be approximated if we
take the minimum of work blocks to be 4. Constraint 3 can also be modeled if we take
the minimum length of consecutive work-type shifts to be 4. For maximum length of
consecutive shifts we set 7 for each shift. Constraints 4 and 5 are incorporated into step
2, constraint 6 cannot be modeled directly, and thus, has to be taken care of manually
after step 2, and constraint 7 could be modeled by selecting appropriate terms in step 3.
Note, however, that seven consecutive night shifts are strongly depreciated according to
standard shift scheduling guidelines [2], and thus, we do not take preference constraint
7 into account in the following.
With these given parameters for the problem we obtain 23 class solutions which
are generated within 5 s. For each class solution, we obtain at least one distribution
of days-o<, but it could be that no assignment of shifts to the work blocks exists
because the range of blocks with consecutive shifts in this case is too narrow. Since
for this problem the range of lengths of blocks of consecutive shifts goes from 4
to 7, for many class solutions no assignment of shifts can be found. Class solution
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Table 3
First Class Scheduler solution of problem from [13]
Employee=day Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
1 D D D D D
2 D D D D D D
3 D N N N N
4 A A A
5 A A A A
6 N N N N N
7 A A A A A
8 A A N N
9 N N N D D
{7 7 6 5 5 4 4 4} gives solutions with three free weekends, but they are immediately
one after the other. Class solution {7 7 7 7 5 5 4} shows a better distribution of
weekends. If we select this class solution in step 1, our system will generate >ve
solutions in step 2 in 1:69 s. We selected a solution with the order (7 7 4 7 5 7 5)
of work blocks. Step 3 and 4 are solved simultaneously and the >rst solution came
up after 0:08 s. Eighteen non-isomorphic solutions were found after 0:5 s. One of the
solutions is shown in Table 3.
With class solution {7 7 7 7 7 7} the same distribution of weekends o< can be
found as in [13].
As we see we can get to solutions much faster than Balakrishnan and Wong [1],
though with interaction of the human decision-maker. Since each step is very fast, the
overall process of constructing an optimal solution still does not take very long.
One disadvantage of FCS is that the user has to try many class solutions to >nd an
optimal solution. However, the time to generate solutions in each step is so short that
interactive exploration of alternatives is possible. Another advantage of the interactive
solving of scheduling problems of this type is the possibility to include the user in the
decision-making process. For example, one may prefer longer work blocks but better
distribution of weekends to shorter work blocks but worse distribution of weekends.
Moreover, this interaction facilitates a better understanding of how requirements can
shape the solution space. The system thereby helps to relax requirements when the
solution space is very tight. For some well-known scheduling problems with only very
few good solutions (e.g., metropolitan and continental rota [4]) FCS >nds exactly these
required solutions. However, further work will be needed to improve early identi>cation
of dead ends.
With FCS one can model all the important constraints that arise with shift schedul-
ing problems in the central European context. The di<erent legal requirements in the
US have yet to be taken into account (see [5]). Nevertheless, the package is already
internationally recognized and German, English, Finnish, and soon Dutch versions are
available.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new framework for solving the problem of rotating
workforce scheduling. We showed that this framework is very powerful for solving
real problems. The main features of this framework are the possibility to generate
high-quality schedules through the interaction with the human decision-maker and to
solve real cases in a reasonable amount of time. Apart from the fact that the generated
schedules meet all hard constraints, it also allows to incorporate preferences of the
human decision-maker regarding soft constraints that are more dicult to assess and to
model otherwise. In step 1, an enhanced view of possible solutions subject to the length
of work blocks is given. In step 2, preferred sequences of work blocks in connection
with features of weekends o< can be selected. In step 3, possible shift sequences for
the chosen work blocks subject to shift change constraints and bounds on sequences of
shifts are enumerated. Finally, in step 4 bounds for successive shifts and shift change
constraints can be speci>ed with much more precision because the decision-maker has
a complete view on terms (shift sequences) that are used to build the schedules. Step
2 of our framework can be solved very eciently because of the existence of step 1.
Furthermore, we showed that the assignment of shifts to employees in step 4 can be
done very eciently using backtracking algorithms even for large instances if sequences
of shifts for work blocks are generated >rst. When the number of employees is very
large they can be grouped into teams, and thus, this framework can still be applied.
Even though this framework is appropriate for most real cases, for large instances of
problems optimal solution for weekends o< cannot always be guaranteed because of the
size of the search space. One possibility to solve this problem more eciently could
be to stop backtracking when one solution that has the maximum number of weekends
o< — or close to the maximum — is found (for a given problem we always know the
maximum number of weekends o< from the temporal requirements). Once we have a
solution with most weekends o<, other search techniques like local search heuristics
can be used to improve the distribution of weekends o<. Finally, we can extend this
framework by introducing new constraints.
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